The topological entropy of a map of a compact metric space is equal to the exponential growth rate of the number of separated periodic pseudo-orbits of period « as « tends to infinity.
Introduction
In the years since their development by Rufus Brown [B] and Charles Conley [C] , pseudo-orbits have proved to be a powerful conceptual tool in dynamical systems. Grebogi, Hammel, and Yorke [HYG1, HYG2] have recently investigated the role of pseudo-orbits in computer simulations of certain dynamical systems; while Easton [E] , McGehee [Mc] , Hurley [H] , and Franks [F] have exploited the rough dynamics and gradient-like behavior of pseudo-orbits. Also, in recent work, the authors [BS] have made use of pseudo-orbits to study rotation sets of circle and annulus maps. In this spirit, one can approach the study of topological entropy.
Topological entropy was first defined along with its basic properties in [AKM] . It is not too hard to verify that, for a subshift of finite type, the entropy is given by the exponential growth rate of the number of periodic orbits of period n as n tends to infinity. But for other subshifts or the pathological example in [R] it is possible to have positive entropy without any periodic orbits whatsoever. What is the relation of periodic pseudo-orbits to entropy? We shall prove in Theorem 2, our main result, that the topological entropy can be computed by measuring the exponential growth rate of the number of (separated) periodic pseudo-orbits of period aa , as aa tends to infinity. This can be contrasted with the fact that, in order for positive entropy to force the existence of true periodic orbits, one must, in general, require both expansiveness and shadowing properties. However, at the coarse-grained level of pseudo-orbits, positive entropy is always accounted for by the exponential accumulation of large periodic orbits, which, perhaps, is in sympathy with our naive expectations.
The authors would like to thank Mike Hurley for observing that, in 1984, Misiurewicz [Mi] considered the calculation of entropy from (not necessarily periodic) pseudo-orbits and proved Theorem 1 in the next section. We include a proof of that theorem for completeness.
Definitions and terminology
Let /: X-> X be a continuous map on the compact metric space (X, d ). An a-pseudo-orbit is an infinite sequence x0, x, , x2 , ... such that d(f(xi) ,xi+x ) < a for a > 0. If the sequence is finite, we will use the term a-chain. The a-pseudo-orbit (x¡) is periodic provided xkn+r = xr for some n > 1 and all Ac>0,0<r<Aî-l.
The period of (x;) is the smallest such aa . The chainrecurrent set of / is the set R(f) consisting of points that are members of a periodic Q-pseudo-orbit for each a > 0 . to infinity (cf. [DGS] ).
The following definition of topological entropy, due to Bowen, is more readily adapted to pseudo-orbits. A subset E of X is (aa , e)-separated if, for each x, y G E, x ^ y, there is a k, 0 < k < n, such that d(f (x), / (ja)) > e. Let S(n, s) denote the maximum cardinality of an (aa , e)-separated set in X and define h(f, e) = lim sup -logSX«, e).
n-»oo n Then the topological entropy is given by [B2] h(f) = lim h(f, e).
e-*oo
We mimic this definition for pseudo-orbits by saying a collection E of apseudo-orbits is (aa , e)-separated if, for each (x(), (yf) G E, (x;) / (y¡), there is a ac, 0 < ac < ai , for which d(xK, yK) > e. Let S(n, e, a) denote the maximal cardinality of an (n, e)-separated set of a-pseudo-orbits. Note that S(n, s, a) is finite by compactness of X" -X xX x ■ ■ ■ x X . Now let n times h (fi, e, a) = lim sup-log S(n , e, a), n-»oo n and K(f,&) = limh (f,e, a), a-*0 r M^ = l1isM-/"'fi)-
The number h (f) will be called the pseudo-entropy of /-a temporary term, as we shall prove in the next section that h (f) = h(f).
In many instances (Axiom A systems, for example) one can calculate topological entropy in terms of the growth rate of the number of periodic orbits of period aa as aa tends to infinity. We now formulate the growth rate of the number of periodic pseudo-orbits.
Let E denote a set of (aa , e)-separated periodic a-pseudo-orbits of period n. Thus, if (x(), (y¡) G E, (x¡) ^ (j1,), then (x¡) and (y¡) are periodic of period aï and d(xk , yk) > e for some k, 0 < k < n . Let P(n, e, a) denote the maximum cardinality of such a set. Now let
H (f) is then the growth rate of the number of (separated) periodic a-pseudoorbits of period n as n tends to infinity. We will show in the next section that Uv(fi) = h(f).
PSEUDO-ORBITS AND ENTROPY
Let f:X->X be a continuous map of the compact metric space (X, d). In this section we prove the following results.
Theorem 1 (Misiurewicz) . The topological entropy h(f) is equal to the pseudoentropy hv(f).
Corollary (of Theorem 1). Let fn: X -► X be a sequence of continuous maps converging uniformly to f. Then limlimsupAÍ(/n , e) < h(f).
£-►0 n-»oo Theorem 2. The topological entropy h(f) is equal to the growth rate 77 (f) of periodic pesudo-orbits.
The map f:X-*X is said to have the shadowing property provided, for each a > 0, there is a ß > 0 such that if (x ) is an a-pseudo-orbit, then there is an x 6 X with d(f"(x), xn) < ß for all n > 0. The homeomorphism / is expansive if there is a constant e > 0 such that, for each x, y G X, x ŷ , d(fn(x), f"(y)) > s for some aa g Z. Let Fix(g) denote the set of fixed points of a map g . The following well-known result (cf. [B3] ) is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2. h"(fi, 2e)< inf aa(ct , sé )
Letting e -» 0 and using Lemma 1, we get hv(f) <h(f). u
Proof of the Corollary to Theorem 1. A true orbit of a map g near / is a pseudo-orbit of /. Thus, for each a < 0, there is an TV such that n > N implies h(fin , e) < hv(f, e, a) for each e > 0. It follows that limsup/z(/n, e) <h (/, e).
n-»oo
Not let e -► 0 for the desired inequality. D Proof of Theorem 2. The chain-recurrent set 7? = R(f) is invariant under / and contains the nonwandering set Q.. Since h(f) = h(f\n) [B3] it follows that h(f) = h(fi\R).
The following lemma appears in [Ro] .
Lemma 4. R(f\R) = R(f).
Proof. Let x G R(f) and, for each n > 1, let Cn = (Xq, ..., xnm(n)) be a 1/«-chain with x^ = x = x"m . Choose a subsequence Cn that converges to a set C in the Hausdorff metric ó . It can be easily checked that C c R(f). Now let a > 0 be given and let s > 0 be small enough so that e < a/3 and if d(y, z) < e then d(f(y), f(z)) < a/3. Let i be large enough so that 1/aa; < a/3 and ö(Cn , C) < e. For each k = 0, 1, ... , m(n/) = m, let Proof. Given (x, y) G T x T there is a ac = k(x, y) such that there is an a-chain of length k in T from x to y. There are then neighborhoods Ux of x in T and (7" of y in T such that if x G Ur and y G U, then there is y X y a 2a-chain in T of length k from x to y . Cover the compact T xT by a finite collection of sets Ux x U and let m = max{k(xt:, y¡)} . a
Given an a-chain-transitive component T of R = R(f), let Perr(AA, e, ß) denote the maximal size of an (aa , e)-separated set of periodic yS-pseudo-orbits in T of period aa and let ST(n, e, ß) denote the maximum cardinality of an (n, e)-separated set of y?-pseudo-orbits in T. The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5. Letting a, then e, go to zero we have h(f) < 77 (/). That 77 (/) < h (fi) is clear from definitions so that H (f) < h(f) by Theorem 1. D
